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Greetings, Gentle Reader, and welcome to this 

special issue of the MoonTag, the final issue of the 

year. You have obviously noticed by now that we 

have a new look, thanks to the hard work of Ms. 

Annette Prapasiri (04). The MoonTag is an organic, 

continually evolving entity, and we are trying 

delicately to balance tradition and innovation. We 

welcome feedback.

The purpose of this letter is to explain the state of 

the nation, so to speak, of the College's independent 

student newspaper and literary magazine. Ed 

Kovsky and I wave farewell to departing editors 

Geoff Petrie and Aaron Mehihaff, as well as to the 

many reporters, writers, and staff members who 

will graduate in May. We wish them the best of 

luck in their various endeavors beyond the slopes 

of Johnny Mountain. In fact, Ed and I have come 

to realize quite clearly over the past weeks to what 

extent the content and oversight of The MoonTag 

this year has been the result of the hard work of 

members of the senior class. They are the oxen, 

you might say, who have toiled week after week to 

plow the fertile fields of St. John's College in order 

to deliverthis humble journal into your hands. The 

problem I see ahead is that the harvest will lie 

rotting in the silos unless the members of other 

classes step up next year to carry on where they 

have left off. This paper neither writes nor produces 

itself, and the dearth of current staff members and 

writers who will continue to haunt this mountainside

next year is downright frightening. On that note, I 

need only say that, in orderto continue to produce 

a paper worth reading, we need your help. This is 

not a request. Specific threats will be forthcoming.

I would also like to take this opportunity to express 

my joy at the success of April's poetry slam. Jen 

Hammitt and the Library Guild did a fine job 

organizing the thing, and I'm sure we were all truly 

amazed at the number of fine poets we have lurking 

about right under our noses. I'd like to implore these 

folks to contribute their words to these pages in 

the coming years. The literary magazine is only as 

good as the submissions we get. We have an open 

admissions policy: empty pages mean only that we 

did not receive submissions, not that we rejected 

any. This means that if we were to receive more 

submissions, we could produce a fuller paper and, 

if it's any added incentive, I would not be forced as 

often to bescumber you (see last issue's "Obscure 

Vocabulary Quiz") with my mediocrities in orderto 

fill out the page count. Keep this in mind.

Well, I'm not all that accustomed to ranting and 

raving and complaining and what not, so I'll cut 

this off, having made, I hope, my point. If you have 

any interest in working for The MoonTag next year, 

in any capacity, please talkto Ed or me.

Paul Obrecht (02)
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^ Although it was a little pretentious of us Santa 

Fe johnnies to think that we could actually 

produce an annual publication just like those 

annapoloids, we, the staff of the gnomon, vow 

to produce this book with far more quality than 

Annapolis could ever dream of having. But, in 

order to maintain this superiority, we must ask 

for a little patience from you. The book will not 

be back from the printers until after the school 

year ends. Therefore, we apologize for this 

delay and encourage the St. John's College 

community to have faith in us. The gnomon will 

happen... just a little later than promised.

Since our extremely thorough and gifted staff 

are committed to making our first book superb, 

we want to cover as many end-of-the-year

events as we can, including reality and 

graduation. These essential additions to the 

book will require more time, thus causing it to 

be late. The gnomon is scheduled to arrive by 

July 2001. We will distribute a form requesting 

the address where you want your copy to be 

sent to. These limited edition of the gnomon

(CONTINUE P4)
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Dcvirt flight being (he 
Mflhiei I a*Ko( bcgifl to expttm dign of perfection for all dances 
hen (hhirifig this icslinlioh nas for 
me at S and C the first big dance
event o» the year. Partnen nere «**• -"fertintcN.
apparently vnnecessary as nell since I** o' ««•*»' 
people nere teen to be dancing nilh a «sce like it was 1979. Fearnot, 
iVe-tile foam fitli. CpvW a girl ask for 
anything man? ""

year dancing fairy of the night, patron
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I-! is currently priced at $25.

Seniors, we strongly

rv encourage you to reserve

f-i your copy today! Filled out

the order form, enclosed it

o
a—1

with a check make out toc St. John's College and

send it to Brendan O'Neill

through campus mail. •
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□ *Qo Howftloe M ttit dafk. wear a pa9«r. save 
IMCS...* n»«e actNitiK aad maav more are (lie 
o^poftHRitin atfvertiKd W the Scared and ftefcae 
team ia (keir reeni'itind potten amnd campus.
One of (lx older or^anizatioiis around sckooi. the 
team was estaolished in 1971 *to provide xarrh 
and rescue efforts for anyone knt or injuied in 
remote areas of the state.* The team consisis of a 
mixed group of students and *townies‘ all love to 
contribate to saving Irvn and most enjoy life 
great outdoors.

Sophomore Rachel Martin joined the team for a 
variety of reasons-*) wanted to learn more about 
outdoor activities and outdoor gear. I knew that 
there were good people on the team who could 
help me out with this knowledge. Also, I wanted lo 
meet people who I eonki go camping with, rmally, I 
knew that it was a good cause to support, because 
the team really is responsible for saving hves.*

Martin descnbed some of the perks of being on the 
team saying. 'You get plenty of hands on experi
ence. and you get to heat cool adventure stonei 
There's room for everyone on the team, if you're 
not a part'ieutarly tdg outdoors fan, you can always 
work the radio room during a mission. Also, tfs a 
good way for students to meet *fownies.' some
thing that is not found in many organuations 
around campus' • (ruecker. t.l

kH IIHM iIHLV Wild IliltUl U

NAME ____ _____ ____

MAILING ADDRESS _________ ______ _

/

)mon PHONE NUMBER/EMAIL . .

hs

1 ORDER FORM

FILL OUT THE REQUESTED INFORMATION ■ ENCLOSED THIS FORM

WITH A TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS CHECK [TO ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE] • SEND

IT TO MR. BRENDAN O'NEILL [STUDENT ACTIVITITY]
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Giovanna Vecchitto (01)

’ For years you’ve stared across the ^
P

street at th^IpcIhSt&e with the peeling 
paint, surrounded, or rather overshadowed, 
by the massive evergreen trees. The only 
life you’ve ever seen emanating from it 
came in the form of the various used cars 
squealing out of the driveway and down 
the street at speeds which convinced you 
that the drivers were intent on hurting 
themselves. Sometimes you would wait for 
hours by the window to see if the cars 
would make it back. They always did. It 
was as if they couldn’t help themselves. 
On other occasions you might not see the 
life but you would know it was there from 
the inevitable screams which would sneak 
out of the cracks in the siding and try to 
lose themselves in the massive trees.

For a week now you’ve been waiting 
by the window, waiting for the latest in an 
endless string of beaten cars to grudgingly 
roll its way back up the pitted driveway. 
It never came. The house had become 
dangerously silent. You’ve been listening 
desperately for the sound of the liberated 
screams which you’ve been welcoming 
into your ears over the years just to give 
them a place to land, but they seemed to 
have given up on ever being free of their 
constraint. You started to feel suffocated 
under the particular kind of silence which 
only this place could create. It was 
oppressive. The only thing you could do 
while it was there was wait for it to be 
broken. But it had never before lasted this 
long. The wait was intolerable. You would 
find yourself immediately and silently wide 
awake in the middle of the night after 
some night noise had found its way into 
your half-asleep, half-alert consciousness. 
You had removed everything in your own 
house that might drown out the sound if 
it ever came, even though you’d never 
before had trouble hearing the screams 
over the din of the minor household noises. 
You never turned on the television, you

let your clothes pile up in the comer, you 
stopped taking showers, you ate off of paper 
plates so as not to have to wash the dishes 
and risk drowning out the previously 
unsinkable sound. But still it evaded you. 
It denied you. This sound with which you’d 
thought you had an understanding, had 
betrayed you. You were dazed with 
confusion. What had you done to make it 
abandon you? Hadn’t you been a faithful 
companion all these years?

By the end of the second week, you 
were electrified with r^e. Your entire being 
vibrated with it. You were afraid to touch 
anything for fear of destroying whatever 
you came in contact with. At one point 
you had wanted to cross the street and 
confront the terrible quiet, but you were 
still so in love with it, you were afraid that 
if you went over there now you might hurt 
it and make it even angrier with you.

Halfway into the fourth week, you 
were jolted out of the paralysis of terror 
which had settled on you and kept you 
sobbing in the comer of your living room 
for some time now. The sound of sirens 
filled your hollow ears. At first, the hope 
which you were convinced you had lost 
days, maybe years ago at this point, 
flickered in a remote comer of your 
narrowed perception and told you that 
maybe they had finally come to their senses 
and returned—maybe the latest beaten 
car had finally given up the charade and 
they’d had to get a ride back in a police 
car. You jumped up and over the pile of 
filth that had accumulated around you in 
the past days, which your brain had been 
ignoring but your body somehow hadn’t. 
You lurched to the window on atrophied 
muscles and fell against the glass. It seemed 
unaffected by your shmnken presence.

(CONTINUE P6)
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Giovanna VecGffi1KrK)'l) I New Place Gothic

But the blinding lights were turning 
towards your own driveway. Your mind 
stalled for an instant, but then you recalled 
a vague, distant conversation that your 
neighbors had carried on beneath your 
window a few days earlier, and without 
fully grasping the situation, you knew you 
were in danger. You scrambled out of your 
back door and through the manicured 
bushes which marked the border between 
your life and your neighbor’s, and fell into 
the darkening street. You could hear the 
commotion at your front door and you 
frantically launched yourself across the 
street and onto the bare dirt which was all 
that could survive under the stifling shadow 
of the massive evergreen trees. You were 
immediately overcome by a deceptive calm. 
It was all clear now. You were home. You 
would live here with your old companion 
and you would fill the house with life again. 
You turned toward the house, but you 
didn’t walk up the steps to the front door, 
the first of which had long ago rotted away 
from lack of use. You had never seen any 
of them enter the house. They had always 
pulled up the driveway and entered the 
house from the back, as if they didn’t want 
anybody to see them in their moments of 
absolute shame as they once more entered 
the house in utter defeat. If that was how 
they entered it, that was how you were 
going to enter it.

Your own steps gained strength as you 
passed by the neglected wood siding, in 
which half the nails, meant to hold the 
house in its place, were exposed to the air 
as they, too, tried to shirk their responsi
bility and leave the house to itself. You 
stumbled over the cracked walkway and 
saw the back porch for the first time. Your 
mind wanted to savor the moment but 
your legs were working on pure instinct 
and before you had a chance to think, your 
hand was on the loose knob of the door 
which had been left open. You stepped

inside and tried to shut it behind you but 
the humidity had swollen the wood and it 
wouldn’t close. The house knew better 
than you. It was trying to give you a way 
of escape, if you would only just take it. 
Don’t be like the others, it said. Leave us 
in peace. It’s almost over now.

You heard the house telling you this. 
You were about to respond that it would 
be different now, now that you were here, 
but you stopped. Us? you asked. Why...

And then, through the dim, moldy light 
you saw her. A tiny, tiny girl with the 
biggest brown eyes you’d ever seen was 
sitting naked and raw in the middle of the 
cracked and bare floor, her eyes made even 
wider from all of the horrors she had 
witnessed in this place. It was clear that 
no matter how much she might have 
wished it, they would never close again.

Her mouth, too, was locked open in 
what appeared to be an exhausted cry. 
The burning in her lungs had long ago 
silenced her voice—it was her voice you’d 
been hearing all this time—and it was 
now trying to find its way out through her 
scarred hands. Her torturous instinct to 
exist wouldn’t leave her alone in search 
of a better candidate to fight for. It was 
desperate to remove the source of all her 
pain. She brought her hands to her 
frozen eyes.

You watched impotently as she sat for 
a moment with her now-bloodied hands 
in her lap, and then realized with dismay 
that she could still hear the pain pounding 
through her veins. Her instinct moved.

In the quiet that remained, she heaved 
a tremendous sigh—until she became 
aware of the throbbing in her chest. With 
a faint smile of recognition on her face, 
she reached for her heart.

As you stared at her relaxed body now 
lying peacefully on the floor, you heard 
the house whisper that it was over now. 
And then the trees fell. •
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The Gospel According to John
(The Charm of Rural Americana Translation)

From the git-go was the word, and the word come down from God, and the word was God to boot. 

Damn near ever'thang come through him, and exceptin' him nothin' come. Life was in him, sure 

'nough, and the life was the light of man. The light come up outta the dark, and the dark don't even 
Isnuff out the light.

Jj
Obrecht (02)

God sent this one feller, name of John. This man comeferto testify about the light, so's we'd all 

believe through him. Don't get me wrong: he weren't the light, but like I said, he come fer to testify 

about the light. The light was the real thang, whut shine on ever'body. He was in the world, and 

the world come about on account of him. He went to his own folk, and they didn't even listen. But 

them who did, y'see, he gave them power to be like children of God. These folk believed in his 

name, and they weren't born from blood or from the will of the flesh or from the will of man or 

nuthin', but from God hisself.

lAnd the word become like guts or what have ya, and settled down among us, and we seen his 

Iglory, glory like God's only young 'un, full of grace and truth. John was all a whoopin' and a hollerin'

■ like, "This guy who's acomin' after me, he come afore me, on account of how he was here first. 

■We only got it 'cause he was full of ever'thang, grace upon grace. God give us the law through

■ Moses, lemme tell you whut. But He give us grace and goodness through Jesus Christ. No one

■ ever seen God, but his son's up there in his bosom, and he's fixin'to show the way."

Blake Hindley (04)
Aristotle’s Rhyming Physics: Book II, Chapter I

Of these things it will be seen 192b8 Of motion and of station.
That they are of a nature,
Or if not, they will be got

Concerning of certain things
Place, growth and alteration. 15

Of a diff’rent nomenclature.
Of a beast in the very least
And the beastie’s little part.
Plants instead, or yet ahead
To simple bodies apart; 10

But we said that a bed
And cloak are of a mind
That, alas, they will pass
To act like nat’ral kind;
Still this part is made by art

Earth and air, both are there.
Fire and water existing.
(For we say of these today

So has no want to change.
If of globe, or too of lobe.
Or some mix of this range. 20

That nature’s always listing.)
For all things can be seen
Bringing themselves to light.
From those that nature can’t
Set order’d just quite right.
Have them all first principle

They will feel just like the real
In this nature’s respect;
Since the skill of man’s will 
Principle will reject.
They will move to the groove
Of their first existence. (CONTINUE P8)
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translations)

Blake Hindley.^O^TTAristotle's Rhyming Physics: Book II, Chapter I

And not due to the rule Though the smart, in his fine art.
Of their final instance. Is skilled enough to divide
(I say not, “What will be got,” Between known and the unknown.
Since he who is a doctor Because both these will confide.
Will be told for in this mold (To be keen of the unseen
That he himself may proctor. Is likely. Of the duller
Otherwise it shall surmise It is kind that he who’s blind
Medicine gives no health. 25 May reckon about color.)
But his skill will fix all ill Reason’s name is just the same
And doct’ring is his wealth. To view no object’s borders.
We divide from each side While some think nature’s link
Patient and healing maid.) Exists in things unordered.
In all stuff it is enough For with wood it is good
With which all things are made. To make the bed seem proper.
For has none itself begun While statues are made of hues
The basis for creation. Of diff’rent types of copper.
It is of a sep’rate love— Antiphon, he spoke on
Just like house and location. 30 About nature and its bounds:
Both of band wrought of hand. If a bed, perceived dead.
Or itself has discourse. Was buried within the ground.
For the thing itself to bring. And it shoots up with roots.
Though not from its own source. A couch it would not be.
Nature, then, is as spoken; For of wood, this bed should
First principle’s its substance. Come up to be a tree—
And the whole of nature’s role Its substance may condense
Lies under its own essence. Through art and law’s arrangement.
Insofar as they are It will persist, so shall exist
What nature always concerns; In its orig’nal statement;
For itself and its health. 35 But if each itself to reach
Which is that which nature yearns. Is made of unrelated
As the fire will rise higher. (Just as pawns made of bronze
These can’t exist on their own. Exist as we just stated.
For nature is not unsure Also gold in this mold
Concerning nature alone. 193a Too comes to pass from water.
Either, then, nature again Just as bone and wood are shown
Exists as such that we spoke: That the earth is their father.)
“By itself’ or “in its health” Then we’ll see that nature be
Are terms which quickly provoke. Made of this kind of birth.
If to try to bring to eye This account will amount
The obv’ous nature of mind. Concerning fire or earth.
Such this thing is amusing Or the haze, or water’s phase.
Since there are so many kinds. Or some mixture of all;
But to bring by the unseen It is clear that right here
The clearly known to its light. They make up nature’s ball.
For to ask to do this task. For the whole in many roles;
An ignorant man, he might. This makes up nature’s judgments.

(8)
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Or instead it will be said, 25
“States, conditions, arrangements.”
Now either all are eternal
(They will not change, but slumber.)
Or they’re made and will decay.
Being times without number.
Of nature, to be sure.
This is one way of speaking:
That the start of each part 
Will never been seen leaking.
Since they’ve all first principle 
Of change and too of motion.
Or a new point of view: 30
Speech ranges form’s commotion.
Just as we claim to see 
What’s art, what is official.
And what growth is made of both,
And what is artificial.
We should [talk], instead of mock.
On nature and nature’s parts.
Not about things without 
That are unrelated to art.
For the form won’t conform
When beds are just potential; 35
It has not what we have sought
That makes a bed’s essentials.
For what’s made by man’s parade 
Is art but is not nat’ral. 193b
just as flesh and bone will mesh 
In lik’ly but not actual.
This has no form to show 
Before it will receive 
From its speech a new reach 
With which it can conceive.
This divides how we confide 
About what’s flesh and bone.
And not what nature’s got.
Since now it is alone.
Inasmuch another such 
Direction of our nature 
Simply proves that it moves 
Not of its nomenclature.
(But, for sure, this nature 5
Is not made of itself.
Nor can it be made of man.
Or any other wealth.)

And still more we will secure:
Nature is truly matter.
Then we spoke that its yoke 
Is fully fill’d up platter.
Completely reality.
Potential is not said.
Yet still can man be of man.
But bed be not of bed.
Thanks a lot. We say it’s not 
Form that’s the couch’s mirth.
But it’s wood (as it should).
Since as a couch gives birth 
It will slouch not of a couch.
But of wood it will fill.
Still if then, as is spoken.
Nature is made of skill.
Then man’s norm is made by form.
But still we speak about this:
Through a road nature will goad 
Towards that which nature is.
It is not what we sought 
On health nor the way to health;
It’s not in medicine.
For it works none in itself.
We’ll either see necessity 15
Of medicine is the sick:
We assure that the nature 
Of nature ain’t in this trick.
Otherwise it shall surmise 
It grows from this to conform.
Has it grown from what it’s shown?
Not of its birth, but its form.
In this way we can say 
That shape and nature are two.
But of loss, may we toss? 20
This is saved for speeches new.

FINIS

/**Wclke Hindley (04)
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sports report: croquet day

Natasha Verm>t<fln^)

Saturday, April 28,2001. Croquet Day for the 

Annapolis campus. It was a beautiful day. It started 

out with a little chill in the morning breeze, but 

warmed up throughout the morning and afternoon 

for very pleasant picnic and croquet weather. Yes, 

it is not all about the croquet really; it is so much 

more. Front campus is lined off into rectangular 

croquet fields and surrounded by picnicers. It is 

an alumni day, with an alumni tent sporting the 

greek phrase for "beat navy." It is a community 

day for those neighborhood historic Annapolis 

residents to enjoy the atmosphere and friendly 

rivalry between the "Johnnies" and the "Middies." 

Of course, the "Middies" are already dressed in 

their white uniforms, but this is the day for the 

"Johnnies" and the "Townies" to sport their best 

in white. Beautiful white dresses, suits, and hats 

speckle the lawn of front campus on a sea of picnic 

blankets. People go all out and bring champagne, 

fine wine, fruits, cheeses, etc. The naval academy 

supplies the appropriate croquet music for people 

to sit back, relax, chat, and enjoy the sun. The 

matches: Croquet is played in teams of two. On 

one field there are then four players each 

represented by one color: black, red, yellow or 

blue. The players of the teams alternate turns as

they run the field from stake to stake and back 

again by knocking crocket balls with special mallets 

through wicketts. The game uses a lot of skill and 

strategy really. Really! One must always have the 

position of the opponents in mind, know where 

they are headed, who they are "live" on and 

possible maneuvers they might be willing to pull. 

One also has to have the skills consistently to make 

different kinds of shots. It might seem easy to hit 

a ball through a wickett, but consider the geometry, 

the physics. One has to know the amount of force, 

created by one's pendulum swing—it isn't a push 

from the mallet, but a strike, sharp and decisive, 

necessary in order to place the ball in the right 

spot to set up for the next turn. One also has to 

know the geometry of a "split shot," in order to put 

one’s opponents in an unfavorable situation... But 

before I go to far, I realize croquet isn't that well 

known on this campus.. .YET. I think this should 

change. We have seen this year the Annapolis 

team lose to Navy at croquet. As a rematch the 

next day the teams played basketball and the 

"Johnnies" won. I believe we could take on the 

Annapolis team, croquet and basketball, no 

problem. We have a field to practice on, a croquet 

set, players...let's do it. Next year? «



Hinojosa (03)

Cagey

“Tanto gentile e tanto onesta pare 
la donna mia quand’ella altrui saluta, 
ch’ogne lingua deven tremando muta, 
e li occhi no I’ardiscon di guardare.
Ella si va, sentendosi laudare, 
benignamente d’umilita vestuta; 
e par che sia una cosa venuta 
da cielo in terra a miracol mostrare.
Mostrasi s'l piacente a chi la mira, 
che da per li occhi una dolcezza al core, 
che ’ntender no la puo chi no la prova: 
e par che de la sua lahhia si mova 
un spirito soave pien d’amore, 
che va dicendo a I’anima: Sospira”.

—Dante Alighieri, Vita Nuom

»1_

Poem

And at long last, he would simply be honest (made apparent by the painful lack of art in 
his writing): a part of him would rather it be this way.

The sailor and the nurse would be nice though.
(Did the sailor roll his trousers?)
But just her eyes weakened knees!
She stood next to still water:
And she was his. And she was his.
(And she was his creation).
And she smoked too much.
And was she so bitter?
No! She was not.
He knew she was perfect.
He knew she smiled. i
She was elegant and mysterious and why did she look back in his direction?
Why couldn’t he admire her forever?
And he was compelled (but not unique).
He wrote and he hoped and (wasn’t it pretty?) he held on to the fantasy tightly and with 

both hands.

(Pronounce).

(CONTINUE P8)
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Tim Sparkman (02) Untitled

Another year of nearly summer 

even the rain hesitates to offer, 

the salivating grass coagulant 

sparse among mounded mud 

frustration tempting 

the parasitic want of them 

anticipation flaunting in excretion 

the countless dead before, 

the view it did so much enjoy 

but for its terminant 

sodden earth limit by which 

sensation so desired cherished 

comes to be and for that sake 

be quenched, but yet,.. and hesitate.

Evan Hancock (02) Untitled

Haiku—dreadful your 
length; damn the Japanese for 
creating such crap.

(12)
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° News has recently come to my attention 

which I cannot in good conscience ignore. 

The recently published results of the yearbook 
title election have been released.. .but hold 

your breath St. John’s community...the 

election was rigged. It was a thought that 

crossed most of our minds. Rank with suspicion 

is the fact that “Gearbook,” a heavily favored 

option among the student populous, lost by a 

single vote, but additional evidence to confirm 

such suspicion has come forward.

This election was important to all of us, 

but especially to Erin Hanlon. Several 
individuals overheard Hanlon exclaim 

“Gearbook will never he the name of my 

gnomon...! mean yearbook.”
And Hanlon was in the perfect position to 

make her polemic come true. As editor and 

ballot collector, she wielded her enormous 
power and influence (of the yearbook) to make 

sure she got her way. A student who wished 
to remain anonymous for fear of his and/or her 

safety, has come forward to reveal that he/she 

“was kept from voting by Ms. Hanlon’s threats 

and verbal intimidation.” Another student 

was physically assaulted by Hanlon when she 

saw that he intended to vote for Gearbook. 

“She practically threw me into the chirping 

phone card machine and yelled ‘I’ll cut you 

man!’ Luckily 1 was able to physically 

overpower her and stuff it in the box, the ballot 

that is.”
Questions have also been raised about the 

layout of the ballot. Several confused Gl’s had 

an immediate and intense reaction to the 

confusing ballot. “I meant to vote for Gearbook, 

but just as 1 was getting into line at the coffee

shop, 1 realized 1 had voted for gnomon by 

mistake. 1 immediately returned to the voting 
table, but Hanlon refused to hear my 

complaint. She brushed me off with a devilish 

grin and said that she was just a little too busy 
with an Amnesty International petition to 

deal with my problems. She even had the 

nerve to ask if 1 would sign,” said that G1 
Graham. Despite the fact that Gearbook and 

gnomon were no where near each other on the 

ballot, considerable confusion arose from the 

numerous Greek names and terms that were 

offered as options, which GI students 
complained of not being able to decipher.

No attempt was made to reach Hanlon 

regarding these allegations. In this reporter’s 

opinion it is an outrage that a student entmsted 

with a duty that represents and enriches the 

entire school community could be allowed 

such license to achieve her self-serving ends.
It has become obvious that Gearbook is the 

choice of the people. It is representative of 

our school, despite Hanlon’s distaste for the 

title, and is the appropriate swan-song for our 

departing seniors, especially the Skrillers. As 

such, 1 will be outside of the lunchroom for 

the next few days with a petition to have the 
title changed to Gearbook, and, if that does 

not work, 1 will be there, magic marker in 

hand, when yearbooks are distributed so that 

we can stand in the face of this tyranny and 

change the name for ourselves. •

ekenberg (03)
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William Davis (02) and Andrew Frishman (01), PR Representatives to Ms. Hanlon

A Response to Mr. Kruckenberg's Article

The fortune was ours to receive an advance copy of Mr. Kruckenberg's article and as 

we sifted through that nauseous polemic, we find ourselves appalled by his ignorance. 

Not of Ms. Hanlon's good nature, which is apparent to all right-thinking people who 

encounter her, but of the system used to tally the votes. Mr. Kruckenberg must be 

aware, though nowhere does he show it, that the final count had gnomon the winner 

by 29, with Gearbook at 28. He calls this difference "a single vote." He could not be 

more mistaken.

The yearbook election was based on the Electoral College. The campus was divided 

into sections based on various factors, and those sections were given a number 

representing their voting power. Do any of us believe that so few students care about 

so vital an issue as the name of the yearbook? Indeed, the entire college voted, and 

several attempts were made to vote in the name of Stan, who is deceased, and moreover 

a fish. The votes were tallied, and each section's electoral votes went entirely to the 

majority. This system is what separates democracy from mob rule.

Blake " Hindley (04) | Censorship Good

Recently ■■ the went to ]

in ■■ reporter repeatedly sodomized. Now

massive South American^H mines. Restriction 

bowdlerizationi^H marvelous! freedom

stop ■ H reading ■ ■ ■ this ■ ■ there's ■ -1 

it^^l. ^■&flbeer? Pederasty ■■■■1: a

■ ■ and missing dog head ■■! Small

‘reviewed" Hi ■■ propaganda.

■ ■■ IBushHidiotl

good suppression great ■

■ walrus cleaners ■ ■ taxidermy. H

■ nothing I of ■ any ■ value ■ in ■

Ben Hitchcock H Cross ■ I 

I / ■ deviation ■ ■ I ■■I ■■ my I

g|i|v|e m|e y|o|u|r m|o|nle|y —

[Rest of article suppressed due to extremely offensive/finable nature. —The Walt Disney Company]
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Sandstone Folks

Heavy heads support 

soggy with ripeness 

ideals and stuttered thoughts.

/’‘""P&yl Obrecht (02)

Jason Hinojosa (03) | continue from p 11

~2~

Color patch

Rain will rinse them out, 

or percolate them through 

shifting hands into clay.

He saw the [the color that, if made explicit, would reveal] 
color patch barely made obscure by trees. The bright rectangle 
was broken by a black velcro stripe down it’s middle. His 
breath escaped him and he instantly became conscious of his 
glasses, his walk, and the angle of his collar, sticking out over 
his sweater. He tried hard to seem deliberate, and he walked 
toward her. She didn’t look in his direction, and began to 
light a cigarette as he (ducked?) walked behind a wall.

~3~
Ellipsis

Sandstone folks cooperate 

and eat fish from thin pottery.

Marble ones give in, 

never to see barbed hooks. 

They never bent one 

stuck their thumbs 

shouted 

caught fish

.. .and then looked up from his book to see a figure moving 
toward him. Above the top rims of his glasses he saw her, 
blurry and dressed primarily in.. .he raised his head further 
and saw that it was...and she walked right toward him. He 
diverted his glance and noticed his quickened...the finger 
he was using to guide his eye along the page suddenly became 
conspicuous and lifeless, suspended in its place...and closer 
to him, directly toward.. .raced and raced and she was now 
inches from his table.. .walked past him. He stopped holding 
his breath. His hand exhaled with his lungs: it spread and 
flattened on his paper. He was aware of pounding in his chest. 
He (compelled) picked up his pen and began...

disinfected hands 

feared calling in sick

feared anything

except troublesome economies.

(IS)
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CALL

for all talents to join

the force in reinnovating and 

producing the MoonTag.

Opening positions: Reporters, Humor 

Columnists, Cartoonists, Writers/Poets, | 

Therapists, Gourmet Chefs, Masseuses,! 

I Photographers, Visionaries, Astrologers, 

Etiquette Columists... whatever your 
[talents may be, do come and share with] 

us. At the very least, please write in 

your constructive criticisms at: 

moontag@stuinaiUjcsf.edu

How to Submit

r

The deadline for material for the next issue will be posted on bulletin boards. Please submit 

articles or literary work via our email moontag@stumail.sjcsf.edu or on a 3.5" floppy disk. 

Please format your file as Rich Text File [.rtf] along with a typed, double spaced hard copy 

including the author's name and phone number. Hard copies without disks are acceptable in 

certain circumanstances. Artwork (Illustrations and Photography) need to be submitted in 

black and white as hard copies or scan images saved on disk as [.tif] or [.epsj. The MoonTag 

reserves the right to edit and to reject any submission.

Colophon Editors Ed Kovsky—Moon Paul Obrecht—Tag; Issue Copy Editor

I
. ••• , ■. ■■ .••5'.

Contributors Giovanna Vecchitto Paul Obrecht Brooke Bishop 
Blake Hindley Nick Kruckenberg William Davis

Printer Alphagraphics (Santa Fe) 

rrm - I I
Typefaces Universe (55,55 condensed, 

67 condensed) Goudy
and Andrew Frishman Evan Hancock Jason 
Hinojosa Natasha Vermaak
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